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pupils during the recreation and noon hours. Dramatic play
fosters appreciation of each other in a unique way, as do all
intramural projects of a social nature. Class and all-school
activities sometimes expand to include out-of-school or com-
munity projects. Holidays may provide the motivation for
children to plan and execute original celebrations. These
should represent the pupils' own originality and should not
be elaborate shows to display skill in performance. They
should serve to draw the home members and interested per-
sons in the community into closer working-playing relation-
ships.
Home-life experiences are educative. Children engage ex-
tensively in home activities. In the low income groups their
help is an economic asset; in the middle and upper income
ranges the children like to work with their parents and experi-
ment in the many jobs of homemaking, especially in the per-
sonal regimen, meal preparation, and housekeeping activities.6
In encouraging such experiences in the school, even the
simplest manipulative ones should be related to other and
deeper relationships in the family life if they are to be most
meaningful. If experiences are seen by the teacher as tools
through which the child's concepts are developed and his
needs and interests satisfied, the elementary child's daily
personal routines will progress in value from experimental
"doing" to satisfaction in self-management. Meal prepara-
tion may become the forerunner of a family assembling for
the evening together; and housekeeping activities will not be
simply cleaning and buying, but a means of expressing one's
artistic abilities to improve the home through room decora-
tion or buying wisely and for beauty.
The school experiences in home living need to be made an
integral part of living together in the school, yet developed
so that the child is led to see the relationship between them
and his home experiences. In each school, teachers should
study the individual child's needs and help him to determine
6 Editha Luecke, Factors Related to Children's Participation in Certain
Types of Home Activity, pp. 84-85.

